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Absolute reduced absorption coefficients for the Hg resonance line at 253.7 nm broadened by Ar were
determined between 390 and 430 K in the spectral range from 20 to 1000 cm21 on the red wing and from 20
to 400 cm21 on the blue wing. The resultant reduced absorption coefficients are in fair agreement with those
obtained by Petzold and Behmenburg@Z. Naturtorsch. Teil A33, 1461~1978!#. The observedA 301←X 101

spectrum in the spectral range from 80 to 800 cm21 on the red wing agrees remarkably well both in shape and
magnitude with the quasistatic line shape calculated using the potential-energy curves of the HgAr van der
Waals molecule given by Fuke, Saito, and Kaya@J. Chem. Phys.81, 2591~1984!#, and Yamanouchiet al. @J.
Chem. Phys.88, 205 ~1988!#. The blue-wing spectrum is interpreted as theB 31←X 101 free-free transition
of HgAr by a simulation of the spectrum using uniform semiclassical treatment for the free-free Franck-
Condon factor. The source of the satellites on the blue wing is attributed to the phase-interference effect arising
from a stationary phase-shift difference between theB- andX-state translational wave functions. The stationary
phase-shift difference arises owing to the existence of a maximum in the difference potential between theB
andX states. The repulsive branches of the potential-energy curves of HgAr for theX andB states have been
revised to give excellent agreement between the observed and calculated spectra, both in shape and magnitude.

PACS number~s!: 34.20.Cf, 33.70.Ca, 33.80.2b, 32.70.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

The line shape in the far wings of the rare-gas broadened
Hg 6s 1S0→6p 1P1 resonance line at 253.7 nm has for a
long time been the subject of much experimental work
@1–7#. In particular, the undulations or the satellite peaks
superimposed on the far-wing continuum have attracted con-
siderable attention. The nature of the blue-wing satellites of
the Hg-Ar system has, however, been interpreted in contra-
dictory ways: as a result of transitions from the free states
@1,5# or from the bound states@2,7# of the Hg-Ar molecule.

The semiclassical line-shape theories have also been de-
veloped to describe the far-wing continuum including the
satellite structures arising from the free-free transitions
@8–10#. Petzold and Behmenburg@7# found, however, that
their observed blue-wing spectra of Hg-Ar differ in shape
and intensity level from the calculation by the unified
Franck-Condon line-shape theory of Szudy and Baylis@10#.
Petzold and Behmenburg therefore concluded that the Hg-Ar
blue-wing spectra must be predominantly due to bound states
and/or quasibound states existing within the rotational barrier
of the effective potential.

On the other hand, laser spectroscopy combined with the
free jet expansion technique has been applied to observe the
bound-bound transitions of the Hg-Ar van der Waals~vdW!
molecule in the vicinity of 253.7 nm@11–14#. These vdW
studies have yielded much more accurate information about
the potential wells for the groundX 01 and the excitedA 01

andB 11 states relevant to the Hg-Ar transitions near 253.7
nm. The Hg-Ar potentials given by the vdW studies have
been tested recently by the alignment effects studies for the
photodissociation of the Hg-Ar molecule excited near 253.7
nm @15–17#. In their analysis of the alignment experiments,
Segal and Harris@15# have reviewed the potentials given by

the line-shape and the vdW experiments and proposed the
potentials to be a combined form of the Morse potential from
Fuke, Saito, and Kaya@11# and theC6/R

6 potential. Laser
spectroscopy of the Hg-Ar vdW molecule has been followed
up most recently by Szajkowski, Krause, and Bobkowski
@13# and Koperski, Atkinson, and Krause@14#. They have
given different molecular constants for theX, A, and B
states, which are slightly different from those of the former
vdW experiments by Fuke, Saito, and Kaya@12# and Yaman-
ouchiet al. @12#

We have reported previously the undulatory blue-wing
spectra observed in absolute measurements of far-wing ab-
sorption spectra for the 6s 1S0→6p 1P1 resonance lines of
Yb and Ba broadened by rare gases@18–20#. These undula-
tions can be interpreted as arising from free-free transitions
@20#. In this study, we have extended our experimental ap-
proach to the Hg~253.7 nm!–Ar system to follow up the
earlier line-shape studies cited above. Our absolute measure-
ments of the blue-wing spectra will then be analyzed using
the uniform semiclassical approach for the free-free transi-
tions based on the formalism of Bieniek and Streeter@21#.
The main purpose of this study is to understand the nature of
the blue-wing satellites in the light of improved information
on the relevant potentials. It will be shown that the present
treatment for the free-free transition can provide excellent
agreement with the experiment in both shape and intensity
level upon introducing a small modification of the potentials
given from the vdW experiments in the region of their repul-
sive branches. We will discuss in some detail the mechanism
responsible for the appearance of the blue-wing satellites and
reasons why the generalized line-shape theory based on the
random-phase approximation fails to explain the satellite
peaks.
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II. EXPERIMENT

We employed a classical double-beam absorption method
using a Xe short-arc lamp as a continuum light source. The
experimental setup and procedures were almost the same as
those described in our previous paper@18#. Briefly, an ab-
sorption cell containing the Hg vapor and the Ar gas was
placed in a test-beam section of the Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer. The cell, made of a quartz tube 100 cm long and 5
cm in diameter, with plane quartz windows at the ends, was
operated at temperatures of 300–480 K. The perturber gas Ar
is admixed in the cell at a pressure in the range 200–700
Torr. The light beam from a Xe short-arc lamp is divided into
two: one passes through the absorption cell, while the other
serves as a reference for the absorption. These two light
beams and the interference beam, which is the superposition
of these two beams, are alternately dispersed by a 50-cm
Czerny-Turner spectrometer equipped with a grating of 1200
grooves/mm and are detected by a 1024-channel photodiode
array. The overall resolution was about 0.1 nm. From the
interference spectrum measured around the Hg resonance
line, the number density of Hg atoms integrated over the line
of sight, i.e., column densityNHgl a , is determined. The ab-
sorption spectrum, in terms of the optical depth, is given by

k~n!l a52 ln@ I T~n!/I R~n!#, ~2.1!

whereI T~n! and I R~n! are the relative spectral intensities of
the test beam and the reference beam, respectively.

III. RESULTS

Absorption spectra of the Hg-Ar mixtures at 390 and 430
K for a variety of Ar pressures from 200 to 700 Torr are
shown in Fig. 1 in terms of percentage absorption
[12I T(n)/I R(n)]3100 plotted against the wave-number
shift D from the Hg 6s 1S0→6p 3P1 line at n0539 412.3
cm21. The Ar pressures are from 200 to 700 Torr at intervals
of 100 Torr. The column densityNHgl a was observed to de-
pend weakly on the Ar pressure even at a constant cell tem-
perature.NHgl a was typically 1.6931018 cm22 at 390 K and
400 Torr, and 13.931018 cm22 at 430 K and 400 Torr. The
spectra on the red wing show small undulations over a spec-
tral range of about2100 to2200 cm21. The peak positions
of these undulations coincides with those reported by
Kielkopf and Miller @5#, who have attributed them to the
bound vibrational levels of the upper electronic state. We
will not be concerned with these small red-wing undulations,
but with the gross features averaged over the undulations.
The spectra on the blue wing show the prominent satellites
SI and SII, the undulations well known from the literature.

Assuming that the far-wing spectrum consists of a super-
position of the Hg-Ar and Hg-Hg components, we have

k~D!5gHgAr~D!NHgnAr1gHgHg~D!NHg
2 ~3.1!

and therefore

k~D!l a
~NHgl a!

2 5gHgAr~D!
nAr
NHgl a

1
gHgHg~D!

l a
, ~3.2!

wheregHgAr~D! andgHgHg~D! are the reduced absorption co-
efficients ~RACs! at a wave-number shiftD from the line

center for the Hg-Ar and the Hg-Hg systems, respectively.
Thus we can obtaingHgAr as a gradient andgHgHg/l a as an
intercept via the straight-line fit of thekla/~NHgl a!

2 versus
nAr/NHgl a plot at eachD in the spectral range covered in this
study. The resultant RAC spectrumgHgAr~D! is plotted in Fig.
1~c!. The RACs determined at different temperatures will be
given in Sec. IV together with the calculated ones. The
RACs showed no significant dependence on temperature
within the present temperature variation from 390 to 430 K.
The absolute RACs from the present measurements are in
good agreement with those of Behmenburg and co-workers
@3,4,7#. We focus here on the results ofg~D!HgAr for the
Hg-Ar molecule. The results ofgHgHg~D! will be reported
elsewhere.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Red-wing spectrum

The present red-wing spectrum has been obtained at nega-
tive detunings smaller than220 cm21, where the spectrum
can be assigned to theA 301←X 101 transition. Fuke, Saito,
and Kaya@11# and Yamanouchiet al. @12# have found that

FIG. 1. ~a! and ~b! Absorption spectra, in terms of the percent-
age absorption (12I T/I R)3100, in the vicinity of the Hg
6s 1S0–6p

3P1 line at l5253.7 nm, plotted versus the wave-
number shift from the Hg line. The cell temperatures are~a! 390
and ~b! 430 K. The Ar pressures are 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, and
700 Torr. ~c! Reduced absorption coefficients of Hg-Ar at 430 K
derived from the spectra in~b!.
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Morse functions are appropriate to describe the potential
wells of theX, A, andB states of the Hg-Ar molecule. We
compare the observed red-wing spectra with the quasistatic
line shapes calculated for theA←X transition using the
Morse potentials determined by the vibrationally resolved
spectroscopy of the Hg-Ar molecule@11,12,14#. The calcu-
lation of the quasistatic wing is based on the classical quasi-
static theory~QST! @22,23#, which gives the RACg as a
function of the detuningD as

g~D!5
~2pa!2a0~ f a/3!RD

2

DVA2X8 ~RD!
expF2

VX~RD!

kBT
G , ~4.1!

whereRD is the Hg-Ar distance that satisfies the classical
Franck-Condon relation

D5VA~RD!2VX~RD!2n0 , ~4.2!

a ~5 1
137! is the fine-structure constant,a0 is the Bohr radius,

f a is the oscillator strength for the Hg atomic line~equal to
0.0255 @24#!, and DVA2X8 (R) is the first derivative of the
difference potentialVA(R)2VX(R) with respect toR.

The red-wing spectra observed atT5390, 415, and 430 K
are plotted in Fig. 2 in terms of the RAC multiplied by the
square of the wave-number shift from line center and com-
pared with three QST curves calculated forT5415 K using
different potential curves. The observed spectra at these three
different temperatures show small discrepancies with each
other. However, these differences may not be significant,
considering the present experimental accuracy. We regard the
results as an indication of no significant temperature depen-
dence within the present small temperature variation.

The three QST curves at Fig. 2 correspond to the Morse
potentials from the spectroscopic constants of Fuke, Saito,

and Kaya@11#, Yamanouchiet al. @12#, and Koperskiet al.
@14# The Morse parameters deduced from their spectroscopic
constants are listed in Table I. The Morse potentials by Fuke,
Saito, and Kaya and Yamanouchiet al. give almost similar
g’s while those by Koperski, Atkinson, and Krause giveg’s a
little smaller. All of these QST curves are in good agreement
with the present experimental results in both shape and mag-
nitude, as seen in Fig. 2. Note that the plot ofD2g accentu-
ates a small difference ing at larger absolute detunings. It is
therefore concluded that the QST values ofg calculated from
the Morse potentials by Fuke, Saito, and Kaya and Yaman-
ouchiet al.agree remarkably well with the experimental data
for red-wing detunings larger than 80 cm21. Discrepancies in
g between theory and experiment grow larger rather foruDu
smaller than 80 cm21. This may be attributed, as has been
discussed by Segal and Harris@15#, to the fact that the Morse
potential converges to zero too quickly for a correct descrip-
tion of the long-range van der Waals interaction.

As will be discussed later, we modify the ground-X-state
potential in order to make a reasonable simulation for the
blue-wing B←X line-shape data. We assume an extended
Morse function for theX 101 state potential

V~R!5aFe2b2R̂2
b2

b1
e2b1R̂G , ~4.3!

whereR̂5R2Re and the parametera is related to the well
depthDe asDe52a(12b2/b1). While keepingDe andRe
at the values given by Yamanouchiet al., we determinedb1
andb2 so that we obtained a quasistatic line shape in good
agreement with the observed red-wing spectrum. TheX-state
potential thus determined is quite similar to the Morse po-
tential of Yamanouchiet al. in the attractive branch, but has
a steeper dependence onR in the repulsive branch~see Fig.
3!. The potential parameters are summarized in Table I. The
QST curve ofD2g calculated from the modifiedX-state po-
tential and theA-state Morse potential by Yamanouchiet al.,
though it is not shown in Fig. 2 to avoid complexity, lies
between the curves corresponding to the Morse potentials of
Fuke, Saito, and Kaya and Koperski, Atkinson, and Krause.

FIG. 2. Reduced absorption coefficient multiplied by the square
of the wave-number shift from the Hg~253.7 nm! line center plotted
against the wave-number shift for the red-wingA←X transition of
Hg-Ar. The experimental results at 390 K~h!, 415 K ~1!, and 430
K ~n! are compared with the QST calculations for 415 K. The QST
calculations are shown for the Morse potentials by Yamanouchi
et al.Ref. @12# ~—––—!, by Fuke, Saito, and Kaya@11# ~–•–!, and
by Koperski, Atkinson, and Krause@14# ~—–—!.

TABLE I. Summary of potential parameters.b1
b, b1

c, andb1
d

are calculated assuming the Morse relationb1
50.1218ve(m/De)

1/2, whereb1 is in units of Å21, ve andDe in
cm21, andm in amu.

State De ~cm21! Re ~Å! b1 ~Å21! b2 ~Å21!

X 101 143a, 142b 4.02a, 4.01b 1.40a, 1.39b 3.02a

143c, 134d 3.99c, 3.99d 1.38c, 1.50d

A 301 377a, 369b 3.36a, 3.38b 1.49a, 1.45b

377c, 362d 3.36c, 3.38d 1.49c, 1.54d

B 31 63a, 67b 4.62a, 4.66b 1.13a, 1.04b 2.22a

63c, 67d 4.70c, 4.64d 1.02c, 1.09d

aParameters used in this work.
bReference@11#.
cReference@12#. De is calculated asDe5D01ve/2 usingve and
D0 in Ref. @12#.
dReference@14#.
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B. Blue-wing spectrum

The blue-wing spectrum at detunings larger than 20 cm21

corresponds to theB←X transition. If the Morse potentials
of Yamanouchiet al. are extended to the range above the
dissociation limit, the difference potentialDVB2X(R)
5VB(R)2VX(R)2n0 gives a maximumDM;600 cm21 at
R;3.1 Å. This maximum appears because the repulsive
branch ofVX is steeper than that ofVB . Though the promi-
nent satellite observed in the blue wing is obviously due to
the existence of such a maximum inDVB2X , its height
DM;600 cm21 is too high considering that the peak of the
outermost satellite SII appears atD;170 cm21 ~see Fig. 1!.
Therefore, the repulsive branch ofVX must have a steeper
dependence onR and/or that ofVB must depend onR less
than expected from the Morse potentials of Yamanouchi
et al.This is the reason why we have assumed the extended
Morse function forVX . In order to modify the repulsive part
of VB , we use an extended Morse form and further introduce
a function f (R) @25#

VB~R!5aFe2b2R̂2
b2

b1
e2b1R̂G f ~R!, ~4.4!

with

f ~R!512b1 expF2SR2b2
b3

D 2G . ~4.5!

Theb parameters inf (R) are chosen so that the factorf (R)
modifies only the repulsive part ofVB and changes neither
the well depth nor the attractive part ofVB . The maximum
DM of DVB2X is sensitive to theb parameters inf (R). The
values of theb parameters finally chosen areb150.43,
b252.96 Å, andb350.635 Å. The other potential parameters
for theB state employed to simulate the blue-wing spectrum
are listed in Table I. Figure 3 shows the potential-energy
curves we used to calculate the red- and blue-wing spectra.
The resultant difference potentialDVB2X is also shown in
Fig. 3.DVB2X has a maximumDM.220 cm21 atR.3.6 Å.

We have calculated the blue-wing line shape assuming
that the free-free transitions between theB 31 andX 101

states are responsible for this continuum. The calculations of
the RAC at temperatureT were performed according to@26#

gT~D!58p4a2~2 f a/3!
hc

QT

3E
0

`F(
l

~2l11!z^CBuCX& z2GexpS 2
E

kBT
DdE,

~4.6!

where QT is the translational partition function,l the
angular-momentum quantum number of the relative nuclear
motion,^CBuCX& the overlap integral of the nuclear transla-
tional wave functions, andE the initial kinetic energy. We
have used the uniform-semiclassical formula by Bieniek and
Streeter@21# to calculate the free-free Franck-Condon over-
lap integrals.

When the difference potentialDVB2X has a maximum at
R5R0 as shown in Fig. 3, two Condon pointsR1 andR2
~R1,R0,R2! can contribute to the transition for a given

absorption wavenumber. Letl nM ~n51 or 2! be the maxi-
mum angular momentum that allows the collision pair to
approach within the Condon pointRn

l nM5IntH kERnF12
VX~Rn!

E G1/22 1

2 J , ~4.7!

where Int denotes integer part of andkE5A2mE/\ is the
initial kinetic wave number. Then the summation overl in
Eq. ~4.6! must be divided into two parts

(
l

~2l11!u^CBuCX& z25q121q2 , ~4.8!

with

q125(
l50

l1M

~2l11!uT11T2u2 ~4.9!

and

q25 (
l5 l1M11

l2M

~2l11!uT2u2. ~4.10!

The q12 term includes the contributions of both Condon
points while theq2 term contains a contribution only from
the outer Condon pointR2. According to the uniform-
semiclassical expression by Bieniek@21,27#,

Tn5pS \2

2muDV9~Rn!ukn
2D 1/3@cosbn Ai ~2zn!

2~21!n sin bn Bi~2zn!#, ~4.11!

FIG. 3. Hg-Ar potentials used in this work. The potentials of the
excited statesVA andVB are displaced by their asymptotic valuen0.
VA is the A state Morse potential with the parameters from Ref.
@12#. VB is the modifiedB state potential introduced in this study.
Two curves are shown for theX-state potential: One is the modified
X state potential of an extended Morse form~solid line! and the
other is the Morse potential by Yamanouchiet al. @12#. The latter is
plotted by a chain line for comparison. The difference potential
DVB2X5VB2VX2n0 is also shown, whereVB and VX are the
modified potentials introduced in this study.
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where Ai~2z! and Bi~2z! are the regular and irregular ho-
mogeneous Airy functions respectively.bn andzn are related
to the phase-shift differenceDfn evaluated at the Condon
point Rn

bn5Dfn1
2
3 uznu3/2, ~4.12!

zn56U ~Dfn9!3

2~Dfn-!2
U2/3, ~4.13!

Dfn5E
RB
t

Rn
kB~R!dR2E

RX
t

Rn
kX~R!dR. ~4.14!

RX
t andRB

t are the classical turning points on theX andB
states, respectively, andk(R) is the semiclassical local wave
number

kX~R!5kEF12
VX~R!

E
2S l1 1

2

kER
D 2G1/2, ~4.15!

kB~R!5kEF12
VB~R!2~n01D!

E
2S l1 1

2

kER
D 2G1/2.

~4.16!

The above two local wave numbers have the same value at
the Condon point

kX~Rn!5kB~Rn!5kn . ~4.17!

This is the semiclassical equivalent to the classical Franck-
Condon relation in Eq.~4.2! under theQ-branch approxima-
tion @28#. For the derivatives of the phase difference in Eq.
~4.13!, the following approximations are used@8#:

uDfn9u5
m

\2kn
uDVn8u, uDfn-u5

m

\2kn
uDVn9u, ~4.18!

whereDVn85DV8(Rn) andDVn95DV9(Rn).
We have examined another uniform-semiclassical expres-

sion for theq12 term. This expression includes only the sec-
ond derivative of the phase differenceDfn @21#

q125(
l50

l1M

~2l11!~Ua
21Ub

2!, ~4.19!

Ua5~u11u2!z
1/4 cos@ 1

2 ~Df11Df2!#Ai ~2z!,
~4.20!

Ub5~u12u2!z
1/4 sin@ 1

2 ~Df11Df2!#Bi~2z!,
~4.21!

un5
p

&

kn
21uDfn9u

21/25
p\

~2mknuDVn8u!
1/2, ~4.22!

where z5(m/\2k0)
2/3uDV09u

21/3(DM2D) for D>DM ,
z5u34Df12u

2/3 for D,DM , k05kX(R0), DV095DV9(R0), and
Df125Df22Df1.

Equation~4.19! gives almost the same numerical results
as Eq.~4.9!. We have used Eq.~4.19! for the present analy-
sis. Figure 4 shows theD dependence of theq12 andq2 terms
for an initial kinetic energyE5345 cm21. This value ofE
corresponds to the mean velocity forT5390 K, i.e., one of
the temperatures at which our measurements have been
made. As seen in the figure, theq12 term is important at the
outermost SII satellite region including the antistatic wing
beyondDM . In most of the regions ofD smaller thanDM , the
q2 term dominates over theq12 term. Moreover, theq2 term
shows undulatory structure; at least two peaks can be clearly
seen. The main satellite SII is the additive superposition of
theq12 andq2 terms, while the satellite SI at about 80 cm

21

comes from theq2 term. ForD’s smaller than 100 cm
21, the

q12 term vanishes. This is because the potential height at the
inner Condon pointVX(R1) is higher than the initial kinetic
energy and therefore the Hg-Ar pair cannot reachR1. In
these regions, the summation overl in the q2 term extends
from 0 to l 2M.

The oscillation inq2 comes from the fact that the phase
differenceDf2 in Eq. ~4.14! has a maximum at somel , say
l * . The main contribution toq2 comes from the stationary
phase differenceDf2~l * !. If the asymptotic form of the Airy
functions are used in Eq.~4.11!, we have

T2.S p\2

2muDV28uk2
D 1/2 sinF2Df21

p

4 G . ~4.23!

Equation ~4.23! is a good approximation for the uniform-
semiclassical expression in Eq.~4.11! for most of the range
of D, 0,D<0.9DM , except the region close toDM . Df2 in
Eq. ~4.14! may be approximated as

Df2~ l !.
1

hv E
bl

R2 DV~R!2D

AR22bl
2

R dR, ~4.24!

wherebl5( l1 1
2 )/kE is the impact parameter corresponding

to the angular momentuml . Equation~4.24! implies that if

FIG. 4. Dependence of the partial Franck-Condon factors, theq1
and q2 terms, on the wave-number shiftD for the Hg-Ar B←X
transition. The initial kinetic energy is 345 cm21.
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DV(R) has a maximum withinR2, it is possible forDf2 to
have a maximum as a function ofl . This is exactly the case
for the blue-wing satellite, becauseDVB2X(R) has a maxi-
mum DM at R5R0 ~R0,R2!. One may employ the
stationary-phase approximation instead of the random-phase
approximation by replacing the summation by the integration
over l in Eq. ~4.10! to obtain a smoothly varying term and an
oscillatory term

q2.q̄22
p3/2\2~ l *1 1

2 !

2muDV28u@k2ud
2Df2 /dl

2u1/2# l*
cos@2Df2~ l * !

2p/4#. ~4.25!

SinceDf2~l * ! depends onD, q2 oscillates as a function ofD.
This type of oscillation mechanism is quite parallel to the
one that has been employed to interpret the oscillations in the
integrated cross sections of inelastic atomic collisions arising
from curve crossing@29,30#.

The upper limit of the integration overE in Eq. ~4.6! can
safely be taken to be 6kBT to calculategT for a given tem-
peratureT. Figure 5 shows the total Franck-Condon factor
q121q2 calculated for several different initial energiesE. As
E increases, the positions of the satellites shift towards lower
D. However, the shift is relatively small within most of the
effective range ofE, so that the oscillatory structure will not
be smeared out by Boltzmann averaging over the energyE.
We have carried out the integration overE in Eq. ~4.6! to
calculate the RAC,gT~D!, for a given temperatureT. The
calculatedgT~D! for the blue wing of Hg-Ar atT5390 K is
compared with the experimental one in Fig. 6. Decomposi-
tion of the calculatedgT~D! into components corresponding
to theq12 andq2 terms is also shown in Fig. 6. The calcu-
latedgT~D! shows excellent agreement with the experiment
in both shape and intensity level. The oscillations seen inq2
for a given initial energyE ~Fig. 6! are not smeared out even
after Boltzmann averaging. The positions of the satellites in
gT~D! at a temperatureT are well represented by the peaks
seen in Fig. 6 forq121q2, at an energyE54kBT/p corre-
sponding to a mean velocityv̄5A8kBT/pm at that tempera-
ture. The maximumDM of the difference potentialDVB2X is

located at a detuning wave number beyond the outermost
satellite peak where the intensity is about 45% of the peak
satellite intensity.

V. CONCLUSION

We have employed the classical double-beam absorption-
dispersion method to determine the absolute reduced absorp-
tion coefficient gT~D! for the far wings of the Hg
6s 1S0→6p 3P1 resonance line broadened by Ar at tempera-
tures from 390 to 430 K. The resultantgT~D!’s are in reason-
able agreement with those by Behmenburg and co-workers
@3,4,7#. The observedA←X red-wing spectrum in a wave-
number shift between 80 and 800 cm21 from the line center
agrees remarkably well in both shape and magnitude with the
quasistatic line shape calculated using the Morse potentials
determined from vibrationally resolved spectroscopy of the
Hg-Ar molecule@11,12#.

The repulsive parts of the potential-energy curves for the
X andB states are determined from the analysis of the blue-
wing spectrum using the uniform semiclassical treatment of
Bieniek and Streeter@21# for the free-free Franck-Condon
factors. Excellent agreement between the calculation and the
experiment has been obtained in both shape and magnitude
for the blue-wingB←X spectrum. The blue-wing spectrum
with satellites SI and SII is interpreted as free-free transitions
in the B 31←X 101 band of Hg-Ar. The satellite SII is the
result of combined contributions from the inner and outer
Condon-Points while the satellite SI results from the outer
Condon point alone. In summing the contributions from all
the angular-momentum components of the nuclear motion,
the random-phase approximation employed in the general-
ized line-shape theories@8,10# is not valid for analyzing the
satellite structures. The appearance of the satellites is due to
the existence of a stationary phase-shift difference between
theB andX state, i.e., a maximum ofDf( l ) as a function of
the nuclear angular momentuml , which in turn is due to the
existence of a maximum in the difference potential
VB(R)2VX(R).

FIG. 5. D dependence of the free-free Franck-Condon factor
q121q2 for various initial kinetic energies:a, 100 cm21; b, 260
cm21; c, 500 cm21; d, 1000 cm21; ande, 1500 cm21.

FIG. 6. Reduced absorption coefficients of Hg-Ar at 390 K ver-
sus the blue-wing shift of the wave number from the Hg~253.7 nm!
line center:D, from the experiment;1, from the calculation. The
calculated spectrum is decomposed into components corresponding
to theq12 term ~L! and theq2 term ~h!.
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